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The Android Developer's Cookbook
Learn to build a fully-functional 2D game inspired by
the 1979 Atari classic, Asteroids, using just HTML5,
CSS and JavaScript. Developing games has never
been easier than it is now. New web technology
allows even beginner developers to turn their hand to
game development. Developed from an
undergraduate course module, Introducing JavaScript
Game Development teaches each new technology as
it is introduced so can be followed by enthusiastic
beginners as well as intermediate coders. You will
learn how to work with HTML5 and the canvas
element, how to understand paths, how to draw to a
design and create your spaceship and asteroids.
You’ll then move on to animating your game, and
finally building. You will work step-by-step through the
game design process, starting with only what is
necessary to complete each step, and refactoring the
code as necessary along the way, reflecting the
natural progression that code follows in the real
world. Each chapter is designed to take your code
base to the next level and to add to your skills. After
completing the examples in this book you will have
the tools necessary to build your own, high-quality
games. Make the process of creating object-oriented
2D games more fun and more productive and get
started on your game development journey.
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iOS Swift Game Development Cookbook
Want to start building great web games with HTML5
and JavaScript? Moving from Flash or other game
platforms? Already building HTML5 games and want
to get better and faster at it? This book brings
together everything you need: expert guidance,
sample projects, and working code! Evan Burchard
walks you step-by-step through quickly building 10
popular types of games. Each chapter implements a
game within a well-understood genre; each introduces
a different free, open source, and easy-to-use HTML5
game engine; and each is accompanied with full
JavaScript source code listings. Each game 'recipe'
uses tested and well-proven patterns that address the
development challenges unique to that genre, and
each shows how to use existing tools and engines to
build complete substantial game projects in just
hours. Need a quick JavaScript refresher? Evan
Burchard provides that, too! Coverage includes: *
*Mastering the full HTML5/JavaScript toolset: browser,
text editor, terminal, JavaScript console, game engine,
and more *Accelerating development with external
libraries and proven patterns *Managing browser
differences between IE, Firefox, and Chrome
*Creating interactive fiction 'gamebooks' that
leverage new CSS3 features *Building party game
experiences around the lightweight atom.js engine
*Developing puzzle games with the easel.js graphics
rendering engine *Writing platformers with melonJS
and its integrated tilemap editor *Coding intense
2-player fighting games for web browsers with
game.js *Building shooters with the DOM-based
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gameQuery renderer *Creating convincing pseudo-3D
first-person experiences for RPGs or racing games
*Engaging players with content that encourages
exploration *Building RTS games that incorporate
server components Turn to The Web Game
Developer's Cookbook for proven, expert answers and the code you need to implement them. It's all you
need to jumpstart any web game project, and quickly
create compelling games that sell!

The HTML5 Developer's Collection
(Collection)
By teaching HTML5 by developing exciting games, the
reader will see concrete applications for each of the
concepts, and will also have a powerful deliverable at
the end of each chapter - a fully functional game. We
learn the various concepts using very abstract
examples - how to model animals, foods, or fictitious
machines. This makes learning and understanding a
lot easier, and much more enjoyable.If you are are
looking to get a good grounding in how to use the
new awesome technology that is HTML5, this book is
for you. Basic knowledge of HTML and/or HTML5 is
welcome, but optional. The book is a friendly and
exciting reference for beginners.

Mastering Android Game Development
with Unity
Provides ready-made code solutions for the iOS 6
development challenges readers are most likely to
face, eliminating trial-and-error and helping them
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build reliable apps from the very beginning. Original.

Learn C++ for Game Development
The indie game developer’s complete guide to
running a studio. The climate for the games industry
has never been hotter, and this is only set to continue
as the marketplace for tablets, consoles and phones
grow. Seemingly every day there is a story of how a
successful app or game has earned thousands of
downloads and revenue. As the market size increases,
so does the number of people developing and looking
to develop their own app or game to publish. The
Indie Game Developer Handbook covers every aspect
of running a game development studio—from the
initial creation of the game through to completion,
release and beyond. Accessible and complete guide
to many aspects of running a game development
studio from funding and development through QA,
publishing, marketing, and more. Provides a useful
knowledge base and help to support the learning
process of running an indie development studio in an
honest, approachable and easy to understand way.
Case studies, interviews from other studies and
industry professionals grant an first-hand look into the
world of indie game development

C++ Game Development Cookbook
2012 Jolt Productivity Award winner! Using HTML5,
web developers can create standards-based browser
applications with extraordinary richness and power,
incorporating everything from drag-and-drop to native
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audio and video–all without any third-party plug-ins.
Simply put, every web developer needs to master
HTML5–and the sooner you do so, the greater
advantage you’ll have. HTML5 Developer’s Cookbook
provides all the expert advice and proven code you
need to start building production-quality HTML5
applications right now. Authors Chuck Hudson and
Tom Leadbetter present tested, modular recipes at
beginner, intermediate, and advanced levels. You’ll
learn exactly how to deliver state-of-the-art user
experiences by integrating HTML5’s new and
enhanced elements with CSS3, multimedia, and
JavaScript APIs. Reflecting current standards, this
book prioritizes HTML5 features with substantial
browser support and identifies the level of browser
support for each feature discussed. Coverage includes
Understanding and using HTML5’s new structural
elements Using grouping, text-level, and redefined
semantics Managing browser-handling in HTML5
Leveraging new CSS3 layout and style techniques
Maximizing interactivity with HTML5 Web Forms
Embedding audio and video with HTML5 Drawing with
the canvas Controlling browser histories Integrating
location awareness with the Geolocation API
Implementing client side storage Working with local
files Managing communication and threading
Optimizing the HTML5 browser experience Integrating
device data Turn to HTML5 Developer’s Cookbook for
expert answers, real solutions, and the code required
to implement them. It’s all you need to jumpstart any
HTML5 project and create rich, high-value web
applications your users will love.
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Game Physics Cookbook
Presents practical instrucion and theory for using the
features of HTML5 to create a online gaming
applications.

Html5 Web Application Development by
Example Beginner's Guide
Create games with graphics that pop for the web and
mobile devices! HTML5 is the tool game developers
and designers have been eagerly awaiting. It
simplifies the job of creating graphically rich,
interactive games for the Internet and mobile devices,
and this easy-to-use guide simplifies the learning
curve. Illustrated in full color, the book takes you step
by step through the basics of HTML5 and how to use it
to build interactive games with 2D graphics, video,
database capability, and plenty of action. Learn to
create sports and adventure games, pong games,
board games, and more, for both mobile devices and
the standard web. Learn to use the new HTML5
technology that makes it easier to create games with
lots of action, colorful 2D graphics, and
interactivity--for both the web and mobile devices
Test and debug your games before deploying them
Take advantage of how HTML5 allows for SQL-like
data storage, which is especially valuable if you're not
well versed in database management Explore
creating games suitable for community activity and
powerful, profitable games that require large amounts
of data Whether you want to build games as a fun
hobby or hope to launch a new career, this full-color
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guide covers everything you need to know to make
the most of HTML5 for game design.

Torque 3D Game Development Cookbook
How often do you hear people say things like this?
"Our JavaScript is a mess, but we’re thinking about
using [framework of the month]." Like it or not,
JavaScript is not going away. No matter what
framework or ”compiles-to-js” language or library you
use, bugs and performance concerns will always be
an issue if the underlying quality of your JavaScript is
poor. Rewrites, including porting to the framework of
the month, are terribly expensive and unpredictable.
The bugs won’t magically go away, and can happily
reproduce themselves in a new context. To
complicate things further, features will get dropped,
at least temporarily. The other popular method of
fixing your JS is playing “JavaScript Jenga,” where
each developer slowly and carefully takes their best
guess at how the out-of-control system can be altered
to allow for new features, hoping that this doesn’t
bring the whole stack of blocks down. This book
provides clear guidance on how best to avoid these
pathological approaches to writing JavaScript:
Recognize you have a problem with your JavaScript
quality. Forgive the code you have now, and the
developers who made it. Learn repeatable,
memorable, and time-saving refactoring techniques.
Apply these techniques as you work, fixing things
along the way. Internalize these techniques, and
avoid writing as much problematic code to begin with.
Bad code doesn’t have to stay that way. And making
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it better doesn’t have to be intimidating or
unreasonably expensive.

Essential Mathematics for Games and
Interactive Applications
Over 100 powerful recipes to help you implement
efficient game physics and collision detection in your
gamesAbout This Book* Get a comprehensive
coverage of techniques to create high performance
collision detection in games* Learn the core
mathematics concepts and physics involved in
depicting collision detection for your games* Get a
hands-on experience of building a rigid body physics
engineWho This Book Is ForThis game is for beginner
to intermediate game developers. You don't need to
have a formal education in games-you can be a
hobbyist or indie developer who started making
games with Unity 3D.What you will learn* Implement
fundamental maths so you can develop gamed* Use
matrices to encode linear transformations* Know how
to check geometric primitives for collisions* Build a
Physics engine that can create realistic rigid body
behavior* Understand advanced techniques, including
the Separating Axis Theorem* Create physically
accurate collision reactions* Explore spatial
partitioning as an acceleration structure for collisions*
Resolve rigid body collisions between primitive
shapesIn DetailPhysics is really important for game
programmers who want to add physical realism to
their games. Collision detection is a problem that
affects all game developers, regardless of the
platform, engine, or toolkit they use.This book will
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teach you the concepts and formulas behind collision
detection. You will also be taught how to build a
simple physics engine, where Rigid Body physics is
the main focus.You'll begin by building a strong
foundation in mathematics, which will be used
throughout the book. We'll guide you through
implementing 2D and 3D primitives and show you
how to perform collision tests for these primitives. We
then pivot to one of the harder areas of game
development-collision detection and
resolution.Further on, you will learn what a Physics
engine is, how to set up a game window, and how to
implement rendering. We'll explore advanced physics
topics such as constraint solving. You'll also find out
how to implement a rudimentary physics engine,
which you can use to build an Angry Birds type of
game or a more advanced game.By the end of the
book, you will have implemented all primitive and
some advanced collision tests, and you will be able to
read math formulas on geometry and linear Algebra.

AndEngine for Android Game
Development Cookbook
Master the most important skills and techniques you
need to know for professional HTML5 and JavaScript
2D game development. This book delves into many of
the great classic techniques of video game design.
You’ll discover how to develop games and game
levels using Tiled Editor, how to implement tile-based
collision, how to design advanced pathfinding and
enemy AI systems, the fundamentals of broad-phase
collision, and how to make isometric games. All the
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techniques and supporting code are explained in an
easy-to-understand manner and written in a general
way so that they can be applied to any game engine
or technology that you’re comfortable using. You'll
find detailed working examples, with dozens of
illustrations and many concepts you can freely apply
to your own projects. All the math and programming
techniques are elaborately explained and examples
are open-ended to encourage you to think of original
ways to use these techniques in your own games. You
can use what you learn in this book as the basis for
making games for desktops, mobile phones, tablets,
or the Web. The Advanced Game Developer's Toolkit
is a great next step if you already have some
JavaScript game-making- experience, or a great
continuation if you've already read Advanced Game
Design with HTML5 and JavaScript by the same
author. What You'll Learn Work with advanced tilebased design techniques for puzzle, platform and
maze games Use Tiled Editor to build game worlds
Build path-finding and AI systems using Line of Sight
and A* (A-Star) Make isometric games Manage
complexity to build games of any size that scale
seamlessly Who This Book Is For Video game
developers with some experience who want to learn
the essential techniques they need to know to take
their skills to the next level and for readers who want
to understand and fine-tune every line of code they
write, without resorting to quick fixes.

Lua Game Development Cookbook
The biggest challenge facing many game
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programmers is completing their game. Most game
projects fizzle out, overwhelmed by the complexity of
their own code. Game Programming Patterns tackles
that exact problem. Based on years of experience in
shipped AAA titles, this book collects proven patterns
to untangle and optimize your game, organized as
independent recipes so you can pick just the patterns
you need. You will learn how to write a robust game
loop, how to organize your entities using components,
and take advantage of the CPUs cache to improve
your performance. You'll dive deep into how scripting
engines encode behavior, how quadtrees and other
spatial partitions optimize your engine, and how other
classic design patterns can be used in games.

Unity Game Development Cookbook
Written in cookbook style, this book offers a wide
array of techniques for building HTML5 Canvas
applications. Each recipe contains step-by-step
instructions followed by analysis of what was done in
each task and other useful information. The book is
designed so that you can read it chapter by chapter,
or you can look at the list of recipes and refer to them
in no particular order. This book is geared towards
web developers who are familiar with HTML and
JavaScript. It is written for both beginners and
seasoned HTML5 developers with a good working
knowledge of JavaScript.

Refactoring JavaScript
Discover how to use the Unity game engine to its full
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potential for both 3D and 2D game
development—from the basics of scripting to useful
tricks in gameplay, behavior, and animation. With this
problem-solving cookbook, you’ll get started in two
ways: First, you’ll learn about the Unity game engine
through brief recipes that teach specific features of
the software and scripting systems. Second, you’ll
apply a collection of snippets to address common
gameplay scenarios, such as properly keeping score.
Using our cookbook format, we pinpoint the problem,
set out the solution, and discuss how to solve your
problem in the best and most straightforward way
possible. This book is ideal for beginning to
intermediate Unity developers. You’ll find solutions
for: 2D and 3D graphics Math, physics, and character
control Animation and movement Behavior and AI
Sound and music Input and gameplay Scripting and
user interface

Go Web Development Cookbook
Essential Mathematics for Games and Interactive
Applications, 2nd edition presents the core
mathematics necessary for sophisticated 3D graphics
and interactive physical simulations. The book begins
with linear algebra and matrix multiplication and
expands on this foundation to cover such topics as
color and lighting, interpolation, animation and basic
game physics. Essential Mathematics focuses on the
issues of 3D game development important to
programmers and includes optimization guidance
throughout. The new edition Windows code will now
use Visual Studio.NET. There will also be DirectX
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support provided, along with OpenGL - due to its crossplatform nature. Programmers will find more concrete
examples included in this edition, as well as additional
information on tuning, optimization and robustness.
The book has a companion CD-ROM with exercises
and a test bank for the academic secondary market,
and for main market: code examples built around a
shared code base, including a math library covering
all the topics presented in the book, a core
vector/matrix math engine, and libraries to support
basic 3D rendering and interaction.

HTML5 Developer's Cookbook
What do you need to know to create a game for the
iPhone? Even if you've already built some iPhone
applications, developing games using iPhone's
gestural interface and limited screen layout requires
new skills. With iPhone Game Development, you get
everything from game development basics and
iPhone programming fundamentals to guidelines for
dealing with special graphics and audio needs,
creating in-game physics, and much more. Loaded
with descriptive examples and clear explanations, this
book helps you learn the technical design issues
particular to the iPhone and iPod Touch, and suggests
ways to maximize performance in different types of
games. You also get plug-in classes to compensate for
the areas where the iPhone's game programming
support is weak. Learn how to develop iPhone games
that provide engaging user experiences Become
familiar with Objective-C and the Xcode suite of tools
Learn what it takes to adapt the iPhone interface to
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games Create a robust, scalable framework for a
game app Understand the requirements for
implementing 2D and 3D graphics Learn how to add
music and audio effects, as well as menus and
controls Get instructions for publishing your game to
the App Store

iPhone Game Development
Ready to make amazing games for the iPhone and
iPad? With Apple’s Swift programming language, it’s
never been easier. This updated cookbook provides
detailed recipes for managing a wide range of
common iOS game-development issues, ranging from
2D and 3D math, SpriteKit, and OpenGL to
augmented reality with ARKit. You get simple, direct
solutions to common problems found in iOS game
programming. Need to figure out how to give objects
physical motion, or want a refresher on gamingrelated math problems? This book provides sample
projects and straightforward answers. All you need to
get started is some familiarity with iOS development
in Swift.

Microsoft XNA 4.0 Game Development
Cookbook
Want to start building great web games with HTML5
and JavaScript? Moving from Flash or other game
platforms? Already building HTML5 games and want
to get better and faster at it? This guide brings
together everything you need: expert guidance,
sample projects, and working code! Evan Burchard
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walks you step-by-step through quickly building 10
popular types of games. Each chapter implements a
game within a well-understood genre; introduces a
different free, open source, and easy-to-use HTML5
game engine; and is accompanied with full JavaScript
source code listings. Each game recipe uses tested
and well-proven patterns that address the
development challenges unique to that genre, and
shows how to use existing tools and engines to build
complete substantial game projects in just hours.
Need a quick JavaScript primer? Evan Burchard
provides that, too! Coverage includes • Mastering an
essential HTML5/JavaScript game development
toolset: browser, text editor, terminal, JavaScript
console, game engine, and more • Accelerating
development with external libraries and proven
patterns • Managing browser differences between IE,
Firefox, and Chrome • Getting up to speed on web
development with a QUIZ game built with JavaScript,
HTML, CSS, and JQuery • Creating INTERACTIVE
FICTION “gamebooks” that leverage new CSS3
features and impress.js • Building PARTY games
around the lightweight atom.js engine • Developing
PUZZLE games with the easel.js graphics rendering
engine • Writing PLATFORMERS with melon.js and its
integrated tilemap editor • Coding intense 2-player
FIGHTING games for web browsers with game.js •
Building a SPACE SHOOTER with the jQuery-based
gameQuery game engine • Implementing pseudo-3D
techniques like ray casting for an FPS (First Person
Shooter) style game • Producing a 16 bit RPG (Role
Playing Game) complete with interfaces for dialog,
inventories, and turn-based battles with enchant.js •
Building an isometric RTS (Real Time Strategy) game
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that incorporates server components along with
node.js, socket.io, and crafty.js • Engaging players
with content that encourages exploration Turn to The
Web Game Developer’s Cookbook for proven, expert
answers–and the code you need to implement them.
It’s all you need to jumpstart any web game project!

The Advanced Game Developer's Toolkit
The book is written in a cookbook style, presenting
examples in the style of recipes, allowing you to go
directly to your topic of interest, or follow topics
throughout a chapter to gain in-depth knowledge.
Developers keen to create HTML5 mobile websites
that are fast and responsive across a whole range of
mobile devices.

Learning Web Design
If you’re new to C++ but understand some basic
programming, then Learn C++ for Game
Development lays the foundation for the C++
language and API that you’ll need to build game apps
and applications. Learn C++ for Game Development
will show you how to: Master C++ features such as
variables, pointers, flow controls, functions, I/O,
classes, exceptions, templates, and the Standard
Template Library (STL) Use design patterns to simplify
your coding and make more powerful games Manage
memory efficiently to get the most out of your
creativity Load and save games using file I/O, so that
your users are never disappointed Most of today's
popular console and PC game platforms use C++ in
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their SDKs. Even the Android NDK and now the iOS
SDK allow for C++; so C++ is growing in use for
today's mobile game apps. Game apps using C++
become much more robust, better looking, more
dynamic, and better performing. After reading this
book, you’ll have the skills to become a successful
and profitable game app or applications developer in
today’s increasingly competitive indie game
marketplace. The next stage is to take the foundation
from this book and explore SDKs such as
Android/Ouya, PlayStation, Wii, Nintendo DS, DirectX,
Unity3D, and GameMaker Studio to make your career
really take off.

Killer Game Programming in Java
Get the best out of your games by scripting them
using UE4 About This Book A straightforward and easyto-follow format A selection of the most important
tasks and problems Carefully organized instructions to
solve problems efficiently Clear explanations of what
you did Solutions that can be applied to solve realworld problems Who This Book Is For This book is
intended for game developers who understand the
fundamentals of game design and C++ and would
like to incorporate native code into the games they
make with Unreal. They will be programmers who
want to extend the engine, or implement systems and
Actors that allow designers control and flexibility
when building levels. What You Will Learn Build
function libraries (Blueprints) containing reusable
code to reduce upkeep Move low-level functions from
Blueprint into C++ to improve performance Abstract
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away complex implementation details to simplify
designer workflows Incorporate existing libraries into
your game to add extra functionality such as
hardware integration Implement AI tasks and
behaviors in Blueprints and C++ Generate data to
control the appearance and content of UI elements In
Detail Unreal Engine 4 (UE4) is a complete suite of
game development tools made by game developers,
for game developers. With more than 100 practical
recipes, this book is a guide showcasing techniques to
use the power of C++ scripting while developing
games with UE4. It will start with adding and editing
C++ classes from within the Unreal Editor. It will
delve into one of Unreal's primary strengths, the
ability for designers to customize programmerdeveloped actors and components. It will help you
understand the benefits of when and how to use C++
as the scripting tool. With a blend of task-oriented
recipes, this book will provide actionable information
about scripting games with UE4, and manipulating the
game and the development environment using C++.
Towards the end of the book, you will be empowered
to become a top-notch developer with Unreal Engine
4 using C++ as the scripting language. Style and
approach A recipe based practical guide to show you
how you can leverage C++ to manipulate and change
your game behavior and game design using Unreal
Engine 4.

Learning Html5 by Creating Fun Games
This book is intended for both professionals game
developers and hobbist who are interested in making
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games with Unity. Users are expected to have
knowledge of basics / fundamentals of unity 2D game
development and should have a working knowledge
of C#.

HTML5 Game Development For Dummies
Create enthralling Android games with Unity Faster
Than Ever Before About This Book Develop complex
Android games with the help of Unity's advanced
features such as artificial intelligence, high-end
physics, and GUI transformations. Create amazing
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) with Unity's new
uGUI system Unravel and deploy exciting games
across Android devices Who This Book Is For If you
are a Unity 5 developer and want to expand your
knowledge of Unity 5 to create high-end complex
Android games, then this book is for you. Readers are
expected to have a basic understanding of Unity 5,
working with its environment, and its basic concepts.
What You Will Learn Develop your own Jetpack Joyride
clone game Explore the advanced features of Unity 5
by building your own Action Fighting game Develop
remarkable Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) with
Unity's new uGUI system Enhance your game by
adding stunning particle systems and complex
animations Build pleasing virtual worlds with special
effects, lights, sky cube maps, and cameras Make
your game more realistic by providing music and
sound effects Debug and deploy your games on
different Android devices In Detail Game engines such
as Unity are the power-tools behind the games we
know and love. Unity is one of the most widely-used
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and best loved packages for game development and
is used by everyone, from hobbyists to large studios,
to create games and interactive experiences for the
Web, desktop, mobile, and console. With Unity's
intuitive, easy-to-learn toolset and this book, it's
never been easier to become a game developer. You
will begin with the basic concepts of Android game
development, a brief history of Android games, the
building blocks of Android games in Unity 5, and the
basic flow of games. You will configure an empty
project for the Jetpack Joyride Clone Game, add an
environment and characters, and control them. Next
you will walk through topics such as particle systems,
camera management, prefabs, animations, triggers,
colliders, and basic GUI systems. You will then cover
the basic setup for 3D action fighting games,
importing models, textures and controlling them with
a virtual on-screen joystick. Later you will set up
Scene for 3D Configuration, create basic gameplays,
and manage input controls. Next you will learn to
create the interface for the main menu, gameplay,
game over, achievements, and high score screens.
Finally you will polish your game with stats, sounds,
and Social Networking, followed by testing the game
on Android devices and then publishing it on Google
Play, Amazon, and OUYA Stores. Style and approach A
step-by-step and detailed guide to developing highend complex Android games utilizing the advanced
concepts of Unity.

Unity 2D Game Development Cookbook
Learn the art of making Android games and turn your
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game development dreams into reality About This
Book Leverage the latest features of Android N to
create real-world 2D games Architect a 2D game from
scratch and level up your Android game development
skill Transition from developing simple 2D games to
3D games using basic Java code Who This Book Is For
If you are a mobile developer who has basic Java
programming knowledge, then this book is ideal for
you. Previous Android development experience is not
needed; however, basic mobile development
knowledge is essential. What You Will Learn
Understand the nuts and bolts of developing highly
interactive and interesting games for Android N Link
the interface to the code used in games through
simple methods Interact with the images on the
screen and also learn to animate them Set and save
the game state and save high scores, hit points, and
so on for your games Get a grasp of various collision
techniques and implement the bounding box
technique Convert your 2D games to 3D games using
Android N Get an understanding of the process of UI
creation using Android Studio In Detail In this book,
we'll start with installing Android studio and its
components, and setting it up ready for Android N.
We teach you how to take inputs from users, create
images and interact with them, and work with sprites
to create animations. You'll then explore the various
collision detection methods and use sprites to create
an explosion. Moving on, you'll go through the
process of UI creation and see how to create buttons
as well as display the score and other parameters on
screen. By the end of the book, you will have a
working example and an understanding of a 2D
platform game like Super Mario and know how to
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convert your 2D games to 3D games. Style and
approach This easy-to-understand guide follows a
step-by-step approach to building games, and
contains plenty of graphical examples for you to
follow and grasp quickly, giving you the chance to
implement the concepts practically.

Learning HTML5 Game Programming
The Lua language allows developers to create
everything from simple to advanced applications and
to create the games they want. Creating a good game
is an art, and using the right tools and knowledge is
essential in making game development easier. This
book will guide you through each part of building your
game engine and will help you understand how
computer games are built. The book starts with
simple game concepts used mainly in 2D side-scroller
games, and moves on to advanced 3D games. Plus,
the scripting capabilities of the Lua language give you
full control over game. By the end of this book, you
will have learned all about the components that go
into a game, created a game, and solved the
problems that may arise along the way.

The Web Game Developer's Cookbook
Do you want to build web pages but have no prior
experience? This friendly guide is the perfect place to
start. You’ll begin at square one, learning how the
web and web pages work, and then steadily build
from there. By the end of the book, you’ll have the
skills to create a simple site with multicolumn pages
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that adapt for mobile devices. Each chapter provides
exercises to help you learn various techniques and
short quizzes to make sure you understand key
concepts. This thoroughly revised edition is ideal for
students and professionals of all backgrounds and
skill levels. It is simple and clear enough for
beginners, yet thorough enough to be a useful
reference for experienced developers keeping their
skills up to date. Build HTML pages with text, links,
images, tables, and forms Use style sheets (CSS) for
colors, backgrounds, formatting text, page layout,
and even simple animation effects Learn how
JavaScript works and why the language is so
important in web design Create and optimize web
images so they’ll download as quickly as possible
NEW! Use CSS Flexbox and Grid for sophisticated and
flexible page layout NEW! Learn the ins and outs of
Responsive Web Design to make web pages look
great on all devices NEW! Become familiar with the
command line, Git, and other tools in the modern web
developer’s toolkit NEW! Get to know the superpowers of SVG graphics

Core HTML5 Canvas
The HTML5 Developer’s Collection includes two
recently published HTML5 application development
eBooks: Sams Teach Yourself HTML5 Mobile
Application Development in 24 Hours HTML5
Developer's Cookbook With Sams Teach Yourself
HTML5 Mobile Application Development in 24 Hours,
learn how to turn Web pages into stunning mobile
applications in just 24 hours or less! HTML5 adds a
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number of new features and APIs to the language that
allow Web designers to be more descriptive and
effective in creating their Web pages. Using the new
APIs you can build offline Web applications, work with
location data, store data on a local computer in a
manner similar to cookies, and more! Author Jennifer
Kyrnin walks you through how to get started with the
HTML5 specification to build great mobile
applications. HTML5 Developer’s Cookbook brings
together all the expert advice and proven code you
need to start building production-quality HTML5
applications right now. Pioneering HTML5 experts
Chuck Hudson and Tom Leadbetter present tested,
modular recipes at beginner, intermediate, and
advanced levels. You’ll learn exactly how to deliver
state-of-the-art user experiences by integrating
HTML5’s new and enhanced elements with CSS3
styles, JavaScript APIs, and events. Completely up-todate to reflect current standards, this book prioritizes
HTML5 features with substantial browser support and
identifies the level of browser support for each
covered feature. This collection covers Working with
the new HTML5 tags most valuable for mobile
development Getting started fast with HTML5 features
already supported by today’s browsers Detecting
mobile devices and HTML5 support and upgrade sites
to support them Styling and building more efficient,
usable mobile pages Using jQuery Mobile to quickly
create mobile apps Leveraging HTML5’s breakthrough
drawing and typography features Efficiently
integrating media content into your apps Adding
meaning with HTML5 sectioning and semantic
elements Implementing drag-and-drop more easily
than ever Building offline applications and other apps
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that use local storage Detecting and working with
location data via the GeoLocation API Using
microformats and microdata to make Web pages
friendlier to computers Adding powerful back-end
functionality with WebSockets, Web Workers, and File
APIs Improving user navigation with the History API
Understanding and using HTML5’s new structural
elements Using grouping, text-level, and redefined
semantics Managing browser-handling in HTML5
Leveraging new CSS3 layout and style techniques
Maximizing interactivity with HTML5 Web Forms
Embedding audio and video with HTML5 Drawing with
the canvas Controlling browser histories Integrating
location awareness into mobile applications with the
Geolocation API Implementing client side storage and
working with local files Managing communication and
threading Optimizing the HTML5 browser experience
Integrating device data

Learning Android Game Development
Although the number of commercial Java games is
still small compared to those written in C or C++, the
market is expanding rapidly. Recent updates to Java
make it faster and easier to create powerful gaming
applications-particularly Java 3D-is fueling an
explosive growth in Java games. Java games like
Puzzle Pirates, Chrome, Star Wars Galaxies,
Runescape, Alien Flux, Kingdom of Wars, Law and
Order II, Roboforge, Tom Clancy's Politika, and scores
of others have earned awards and become
bestsellers.Java developers new to graphics and game
programming, as well as game developers new to
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Java 3D, will find Killer Game Programming in Java
invaluable. This new book is a practical introduction to
the latest Java graphics and game programming
technologies and techniques. It is the first book to
thoroughly cover Java's 3D capabilities for all types of
graphics and game development projects.Killer Game
Programming in Java is a comprehensive guide to
everything you need to know to program cool,
testosterone-drenched Java games. It will give you
reusable techniques to create everything from fast,
full-screen action games to multiplayer 3D games. In
addition to the most thorough coverage of Java 3D
available, Killer Game Programming in Java also
clearly details the older, better-known 2D APIs, 3D
sprites, animated 3D sprites, first-person shooter
programming, sound, fractals, and networked games.
Killer Game Programming in Java is a must-have for
anyone who wants to create adrenaline-fueled games
in Java.

The Web Game Developer's Cookbook
Recipes for practical, real-world HTML5 multimedia
driven development.

UnrealScript Game Programming
Cookbook
This is a cookbook with over 80 recipes offering
solutions to common game development problems
with Panda3D with explained sample code and
screenshots added in.If you are a developer with
experience in Python, Panda3D, and optionally C++
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and shading languages and you are looking for quick
and easy to integrate solutions to common game
development problems with Panda3D, this book is for
you.

Game Programming Patterns
A Cookbook with wide range of recipes to allow you to
learn game development with AndEngine quickly and
efficiently. "AndEngine for Android Game
Development Cookbook" is geared toward developers
who are interested in working with the most up-todate version of AndEngine, sporting the brand new
GLES 2.0 branch. The book will be helpful for
developers who are attempting to break into the
mobile game market with plans to release fun and
exciting games while eliminating a large portion of
the learning curve that is otherwise inevitable when
getting into AndEngine development. This book
requires a working installation of eclipse and the
required libraries, including AndEngine and its various
extensions set up prior to working with the recipes.

Unreal Engine 4 Scripting with C++
Cookbook
The best way to learn anything is by doing. The
author uses a friendly tone and fun examples to
ensure that you learn the basics of application
development. Once you have read this book, you
should have the necessary skills to build your own
applications.If you have no experience but want to
learn how to create applications in HTML5, this book
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is the only help you'll need. Using practical examples,
HTML5 Web Application Development by Example will
develop your knowledge and confidence in application
development.

Panda3D 1.7 Game Developer's
Cookbook
Want to get started building applications for Android,
the world’s hottest, fast-growing mobile platform?
Already building Android applications and want to get
better at it? This book brings together all the expert
guidance—and code—you’ll need! Completely up-todate to reflect the newest and most widely used
Android SDKs, The Android Developer’s Cookbook is
the essential resource for developers building apps for
any Android device, from phones to tablets. Proven,
modular recipes take you from the absolute basics to
advanced location-based services, security
techniques, and performance optimization. You’ll
learn how to write apps from scratch, ensure
interoperability, choose the best solutions for
common problems, and avoid development pitfalls.
Coverage includes: Implementing threads, services,
receivers, and other background tasks Providing user
alerts Organizing user interface layouts and views
Managing user-initiated events such as touches and
gestures Recording and playing audio and video Using
hardware APIs available on Android devices
Interacting with other devices via SMS, web browsing,
and social networking Storing data efficiently with
SQLite and its alternatives Accessing location data via
GPS Using location-related services such as the
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Google Maps API Building faster applications with
native code Providing backup and restore with the
Android Backup Manager Testing and debugging apps
throughout the development cycle Turn to The
Android Developer’s Cookbook for proven, expert
answers—and the code you need to implement them.
It’s all you need to jumpstart any Android project, and
create high-value, feature-rich apps that sell!

The Indie Game Developer Handbook
One of HTML5’s most exciting features, Canvas
provides a powerful 2D graphics API that lets you
implement everything from word processors to video
games. In Core HTML5 Canvas , best-selling author
David Geary presents a code-fueled, no-nonsense
deep dive into that API, covering everything you need
to know to implement rich and consistent web
applications that run on a wide variety of operating
systems and devices. Succinctly and clearly written,
this book examines dozens of real-world uses of the
Canvas API, such as interactively drawing and
manipulating shapes, saving and restoring the
drawing surface to temporarily draw shapes and text,
and implementing text controls. You’ll see how to
keep your applications responsive with web workers
when you filter images, how to implement smooth
animations, and how to create layered, 3D scrolling
backgrounds with parallax. In addition, you’ll see how
to implement video games with extensive coverage of
sprites, physics, collision detection, and the
implementation of a game engine and an industrialstrength pinball game. The book concludes by
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showing you how to implement Canvas-based
controls that you can use in any HTML5 application
and how to use Canvas on mobile devices, including
iOS5. This authoritative Canvas reference covers The
canvas element—using it with other HTML elements,
handling events, printing a canvas, and using
offscreen canvases Shapes—drawing, dragging,
erasing, and editing lines, arcs, circles, curves, and
polygons; using shadows, gradients, and patterns
Text—drawing, positioning, setting font properties;
building text controls Images—drawing, scaling,
clipping, processing, and animating
Animations—creating smooth, efficient, and portable
animations Sprites—implementing animated objects
that have painters and behaviors Physics—modeling
physical systems (falling bodies, pendulums, and
projectiles), and implementing tweening for nonlinear
motion and animation Collision detection—advanced
techniques, clearly explained Game development—all
aspects of game development, such as time-based
motion and high score support, implemented in a
game engine Custom controls—infrastructure for
implementing custom controls; implementing
progress bars, sliders, and an image panner Mobile
applications—fitting Canvas apps on a mobile screen,
using media queries, handling touch events, and
specifying iOS5 artifacts, such as app icons
Throughout the book, Geary discusses high-quality,
reusable code to help professional developers learn
everything they really need to know, with no
unnecessary verbiage. All of the book’s code and live
demonstrations of key techniques are available at
corehtml5canvas.com.
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Introducing JavaScript Game
Development
Over 40 intermediateto advanced recipes for taking
your XNA development arsenal further in this book
and e-book.

The Advanced IOS 6 Developer's
Cookbook
Filled with a practical collection of recipes, the
UnrealScript Game Programming Cookbook is full of
clear step-by-step instructions that help you harness
the powerful scripting language to supplement and
add AAA quality to your very own projects.This
essential Cookbook has been assembled with both the
hobbyist and professional developer in mind. A solid
foundation of object oriented programming
knowledge will be required. All examples can be
replicated and used by UDK and in some cases other
software and tools - all of which are available for free
- can be used too.

Html5 Mobile Development Cookbook
Cookbook; packed with recipes to help you create
amazing 3D games with Torque. The recipes provide
clear step-by-step instruction and practical examples
to advance your understanding of Torque 3D and all
of its subsystems. The book is written for professional
and indie game developers that have basic
knowledge of TorqueScript, are acquainted with
Torque 3D's built-in tools, and wish to take their skills
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to the next level. Having gone through the
comprehensive Torque 3D 1.2 FPS game tutorial on
the GarageGames website (or its equivalent) is
assumed.

HTML5 Multimedia Development
Cookbook
86 recipes on how to build fast, scalable, and powerful
web services and applications with Go Key Features
Become proficient in RESTful web services Build
scalable, high-performant web applications in Go Get
acquainted with Go frameworks for web development
Book Description Go is an open source programming
language that is designed to scale and support
concurrency at the language level. This gives you the
liberty to write large concurrent web applications with
ease. From creating web application to deploying
them on Amazon Cloud Services, this book will be
your one-stop guide to learn web development in Go.
The Go Web Development Cookbook teaches you how
to create REST services, write microservices, and
deploy Go Docker containers. Whether you are new to
programming or a professional developer, this book
will help get you up to speed with web development
in Go. We will focus on writing modular code in Go; indepth informative examples build the base, one step
at a time. You will learn how to create a server, work
with static files, SQL, NoSQL databases, and Beego.
You will also learn how to create and secure REST
services, and create and deploy Go web application
and Go Docker containers on Amazon Cloud Services.
By the end of the book, you will be able to apply the
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skills you've gained in Go to create and explore web
applications in any domain. What you will learn
Create a simple HTTP and TCP web server and
understand how it works Explore record in a MySQL
and MongoDB database Write and consume RESTful
web service in Go Invent microservices in Go using
Micro – a microservice toolkit Create and Deploy the
Beego application with Nginx Deploy Go web
application and Docker containers on an AWS EC2
instance Who this book is for This book is for Go
developers interested in learning how to use Go to
build powerful web applications. A background in web
development is expected.

Android NDK Game Development
Cookbook
A systematic guide consisting of over 70 recipes
which focus on helping you build portable mobile
games and aims to enhance your game development
skills with clear instructions.If you are a C++
developer who wants to jump into the world of
Android game development and who wants to use the
power of existing C++ libraries in your existing
Android Java applications, then this book is for you.
You need to have basic knowledge of C or C++
including pointer manipulation, multithreading, and
object-oriented programming concepts as well as
some experience developing applications without
using an IDE.

HTML5 Canvas Cookbook
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Over 90 recipes to get you creating modern, fast, and
high-quality games with C++ About This Book Level
up your game programming skills with insightful
recipes on building games in C++ Analyze the less
commonly discussed problems with C++ applications
to develop the best games Improve the performance
of your games with the new multi-threading and
networking features of C++11 Who This Book Is For
This book is ideal for aspiring game developers who
are proficient in C++ programming and are interested
in developing games with C++. Some basic
knowledge of game programming will be useful but is
not necessary. What You Will Learn Explore the basics
of game development to build great and effective
features for your game Develop your first text-based
game using the various concepts of object-oriented
programming Use algorithms when developing games
with various sorting and searching techniques Exploit
data structures in a game's development for data
storage Create your first 2D game using GDI library
and sprite sheet. Build your first advanced 2D game
of space invaders using patterns such as observer, flyweight, abstract factory, command, state, and more
In Detail C++ is one of the preferred languages for
game development as it supports a variety of coding
styles that provides low-level access to the system.
C++ is still used as a preferred game programming
language by many as it gives game programmers
control of the entire architecture, including memory
patterns and usage. However, there is little
information available on how to harness the advanced
features of C++ to build robust games. This book will
teach you techniques to develop logic and game code
using C++. The primary goal of this book is to teach
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you to create high-quality games using C++ game
programming scripts and techniques, regardless of
the library or game engine you use. It will show you
how to make use of the object-oriented capabilities of
C++ so you can write well-structured and powerful
games of any genre. The book also explores
important areas such as physics programming and
audio programming, and gives you other useful tips
and tricks to improve your code. By the end of this
book, you will be competent in game programming
using C++, and will be able to develop your own
games in C++. Style and approach Every recipe of
this guide covers a task that will help you build
different aspects of a game, such as taking player
input and displaying the output, using control flow to
implement decision making, and so on. Each recipe
begins with gentle introduction and key concepts, has
illustrated examples of use, and ends with a detailed
but informative description of the inner workings.
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